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Matthew Becker
Jacqueline Annis, actor, audio file playback
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William Nicolaou
William Nicolaou, MIDI keyboard and Structure sampler, audio playback in Pro Tools
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Jeff Lupker
Jeff Lupker, live electronics in Max/MSP
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Colman Xie

Solo, Take 1

Mattyse Burrows, vibraphone
Colman Xie, MIDI keyboard and Structure sampler, live electronics in Max/MSP
Colin McMahon
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Jordan Cambell, actor
Colin McMahon, live electronics in Max/MSP
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Shane Beck, piano
Colman Xie, live electronics in Max/MSP
Matthew Becker
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Aiden Hartery, live electronics in Max/MSP

Jacqueline Annis

Alone
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Sharang Sharma, tenor
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Jeff Lupker
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Take a Walk

William Nicolaou
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Aiden Hartery, live electronics in Max/MSP

Program Notes
Variations On a Ahava Raba Melody
This work seeks to reconcile the wide ranging sound worlds for which a violin is used. The focus is on a Jewish
‘Ahava Raba' which is brought into conflict with Bach, Scottish and Irish fiddle music, and modernist extended
technique.

End of the Night
I think I went a bit overboard with the "let's see just how much I can get away with" aspect of electro-acoustic
composition when writing End o f the Night. I had been listening to Jim Morrison's/The Doors' American
Prayer, and wanted to include some of its messages into my piece, accomplished via select sampling. The
decision of writing for electric bass was simple: few people write for it in "contemporary" music; it is one of the
most versatile instruments with an extremely wide array of sounds; because it is an electric instrument I can
have the utmost of "fun". The main focus of the piece is to wring as many sounds as possible from the bass
guitar without a dry (unprocessed) sound. Scratching up/down the length of the strings, running the signal
through ring modulation and "chorus" produce some of the sounds heard. The Certain sections are frantic,
chaotic, unnerving; other sections are calm, serene, suspiciously at ease. The sampler functions as a means to
drive the composition onwards, and acts as a companion to the solo performer. At various points in the piece it
doesn't sound like I am entirely sure if I'm sane or not. Oh well.

Dialogues
This piece aims to fuse together the timbre and sound qualities of the tuba through the moog synthesizer
through various musical 'conversations'.

To Explode or Not
Two actors dressed in oppositely-coloured attire sit, read, and perform gestures with a blank expression based
on events in the accompanying music. Once they enter the scene, the actors are still until they perform new
gestures predicated upon certain musical cues. Some of these gestures include: crossing legs, leaning
forward, and turning toward or away from one another.
The musical component of this composition incorporates a series of recorded sounds that are altered through
software. These recordings consist of a whispering voice; strong, resonant high-pitched tones from struck
objects; snapping fingers; and tapping on a plastic DVD case. I transform these sounds through various FX
filters and changes in pitch, then arrange them in a way where a musical interchange occurs. For the recorded
voice, I lower the sample rate, add distortion, and insert noise. For the strong, resonant tones, I apply two
separate effects to create two different results. One method uses processing to exaggerate the vibrations to
create a "wobbly" result. Processing employed in the other manner generates a crass, buzzy sound. Many of
the aforementioned sounds are also transposed several semitones higher or lower by a pitch shifter, and
occasionally fine-tuned further via cents. For instance, lowering the pitch in the finger snaps transforms the
sound to one that resembles a galloping horse. Conversely, raising the pitch of the original finger snaps in
combination with additional processing results in a series of clicks and pops.
Inspiration from this title comes from lyrics in a Matthew Good Band song, "Under the Influence" ( The Audio o f
Being, 2001):
"Some things they come, all things they go
And there ain't nothing like exploding
If you've got something to explode"

Marble
Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky depicts walking from one painting to another then suddenly
getting transported into the realm of the painting. I attempt to emulate the same feeling but with ancient
sculptures. The 3 sculptures: Laccoon and his Sons, Nike o f Samothrace and K ritios Boy reside in the Vatican
Museum, the Louvre Museum and Acropolis Museum respectfully. I try to create the ambiance of walking in
the museum then a quick phase into the realm of the sculpture. During this time I explore sounds and effects
that illustrate what the sculpture itself would be depicting through a story.
Laccoon and his Sons
The sculpture was found in 1506 Esquiline Hill in Rome and was made around 30-40 BC. It depicts Laocoon, a
priest of Apollo in the city of Troy, warned his fellow Trojans against taking in the wooden horse left by the
Greeks outside the city gates. Athena and Poseidon, who were favouring the Greeks, sent two great seaserpents which have wrapped their coils around Laocoon and his two sons.

Nike o f Samothrace
Nike, the winged goddess of victory, was discovered on the small island of Samothrace in the northwest
Aegean in 1863. Originally standing on the prow of a ship overlooked the Sanctuary of the Great Gods on the
island of Samothrace. This monument was thought to be erected after a great naval victory in Cypris in the
early second century BC. It also conveys a sense of action and triumph as well as portraying artful flowing
drapery, as though the goddess was descending to alight upon the prow.
Kritios Boy
Kritios Boy was discovered in Athens at the Acropolis in 1865. Thought to have been made around 480 BCE,
not much is known about this sculpture. In fact, it is unknown why exactly the sculpture was at the acropolis
site. So far scholars have dated the sculpture around 480 because of the Persian sack of the acropolis at this
time. Furthermore, the nature of the break at the neck suggests the statue was intentionally decapitated, but
this need not have been the work of the Persians. The relatively fresh surface had led most scholars to
postulate a date in the 480s meaning the decapitation could have happened after the Persian sack of the
Acropolis.

Solo, Take 1
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of this composition was determining exactly what I wanted to create, given
the limitless possibilities of a program such as Max/MSP. I knew I wanted to write something incorporating a
vibraphone, as I am smitten with the instrument and have not yet had much experience writing for it. Solo,
Take 1 began to take shape when I listened to Nujabes' Summer Gypsy, an instrumental hip-hop track with an
ambient beat where a performer can easily improvise over, in this case a vibraphone. The latter third of Solo,
Take 1 is an homage to Summer Gypsy.
I originally had in mind all sorts of vibraphone samples and live recording to be played back at a later time in
the piece, before realizing it was totally impractical and time consuming. It was simpler, and more effective, to
have the focus on the vibraphone and the performer over the electronics. Live signal processing is applied to
explore the sounds of the vibraphone without ever masking it. Even all the sampler sounds were produced
from the mallet instrument. In this sense, the vibes is its own solo instrument and ensemble accompaniment.

Ancestry
This work is dedicated to the memory of my Grandfather, his love of clocks, and the influence he had upon my
life. Here recordings made of his personal collection and grandfather clocks, pocket watches and cuckoos
serve has back drop to reflections upon mortality, legacy, and heritage.
Texts from 'Ancestry' by Stephen Crane and 'The Old Clock on the Stairs' by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Soliloquia
The electronics in this composition are produced from passages in the viola part that are processed live
through Max MSP. Live processing consists of generators that, when triggered, randomly decide the rate at
which pitch shift, ring modulation, and stereophonic panning modify the pre-recorded signals. In addition to
the processing, I slow down the playback rate of these recorded sounds, which in total creates an ambience
over which the violist plays. Because of the element of randomness, the background ambience constantly
changes over time and develops its own character. I also apply a chorus effect on occasion to the live signal,
causing various degrees of echo and detuning in order to build a musical dialogue between the dry sound and
the wet sound. Since all of these different characteristics initiate from the solo viola (pre-recorded or live), they
each have their own unique voice and hence the title, "Soliloquia."
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